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Abstract
Recently, digital games controlled by real-time body movements (exergames) have been proposed as an innovative method to
improve balance among older adults. One of the main challenges for exergames is to automatically quantify balance during
game-play to adapt the game difficulty according to the skills of the player. Here we perform a multidimensional exploratory
data analysis, using visualization and force plate data, to establish suitable measures for quantifying balance in real-time.
Our visualizations provide quick insight and directions for further data exploration. They suggest that speed, curvature, the
root mean square of the mediolateral displacement of the center of pressure, and a turbulence measure are the most promising
measures for balance quantification. The next step is to apply the present techniques to data of whole body movements as
recorded by devices such as Kinect, that are available for gameplay at home.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.5.4 [Computing Methodologies]: PATTERN
RECOGNITION/Applications—Signal processing

1. Introduction

Falls due to loss of balance commonly cause serious injuries and
loss of independence among the older population. Moreover, un-
intentional injuries are among the ten leading causes of death in
older adults and falls cause 60% of these deaths [Rub06]. Given
the great popularity of digital games around the world at all ages,
exergames have been proposed as a way to improve balance among
older adults [LSLL13]. Exergames are digital games controlled by
real-time body movements recorded with tracking technology such
as inertial measurement units, infrared cameras, and force plates
[LSLL13, SL13]. Balance control or postural control is defined as
the ability to maintain the center of body mass within limits of sta-
bility determined mostly by the base of support (the feet) during
static or dynamic tasks [WSC96, PDRP00]. According to a state-
of-the-art study [vDLS∗13], the most common methods to study
the effectiveness of exergames, based on balance improvement, rely
on assessing balance before and after exergame training. However,
balance control is typically not assessed during gameplay (in real-
time). Real-time balance control assessment could improve effec-
tiveness and adherence of exergames by increasing motivation and
providing the player with the most appropriate adaptive feedback.

The main goal of this study is to conduct an exploratory multidi-
mensional data analysis, using visualization techniques, to establish
measures that can be used to quantify balance ability in real-time
during exergaming.

2. Methods

Our data was collected in a study by van Diest et. al. [vDSW∗15].
Fourty healthy participants, twenty older (mean age 71.9 years, SD
4.0 years) and twenty younger adults (mean age 37.0 years, SD
16.6 years), played a custom-made ice-skating exergame ten times
according to five different instructions. The balance exercise con-
sisted of repeatedly swaying the center of mass in both lateral di-
rections. Thus, during game-play 40×10 = 400 trajectories of the
center of pressure (CoP) were derived from force plate recordings.

The following features were extracted from the CoP trajectories:
three common measures of balance, standard deviation (SD), root
mean square (RMS) and coefficient of variation (CoV ) of the fluctu-
ations from the mean using running windows [PMH∗96, RSV05];
three variants SD′ = SD/d, RMS′ = RMS/d and CoV ′ = CoV/d,
where d is the distance traveled within the running windows; in-
stantaneous speed, which is also a common measure of balance
[PMH∗96, DF10]; curvature (κ), the extent to which a curve is not
a straight line [Pre01]; turbulence intensity (T I), defined as the CoV
of speed within the running windows [Stu88, Car11]; and a variant
of turbulence intensity, SD of speed divided by the mean square
speed (T I′).

In general it is known that younger adults (age less than 60 years)
have better balance than older adults [PMH∗96,LvH12]. Thus, here
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Figure 2: Visualization of feature median values per trial and participant as a heatmap. The measures that show the clearest differences
between older and younger participants are κ, I′, RMS, and to a lesser degree speed; κ and I′ values are clearly lower for younger than for
older participants. In contrast, RMS values are higher for younger than for older participants. Speed values show slightly higher values for
younger than for older participants but not as clearly as for the other measures.

we consider measures to be suitable for quantifying balance if they
show age-related differences.

3. Results

Results are visualized using violin plots [HN98], a heatmap
[WF09] and a projection of the measures onto the two first principal
components (PC) [Jol02]. Violin plots provide quick insight into
the structure of the data because they show the distributions of raw
data by participant (Fig. 1). The heatmap allows for the identifica-
tion of measures that show differences between older and younger
participants (Fig. 2). The projection allows us to visualize younger
and older groups and the overlap between groups (Fig. 3).

Figure 1: Violin plots representing CoP lateral transitions between
feet. Distances between bumps suggest that younger participants
may have a larger base of support than older participants. The
thickness of the distributions of valleys between bumps indicates
faster CoP transitions among younger than older participants.

In Fig. 3, the first two PCs account for more than 79% of the
variance. Correlation values between the measures and the first two
PCs indicate that κ, I′, RMS, and speed strongly contribute to PC1,
and RMS strongly contributes to PC2. This is consistent with the
observations in Fig. 2. In addition, correlation values reveal that SD
and CoV ′ also contribute significantly to PC1 and PC2 respectively.

Figure 3: Projection of the feature median values, using data from
Fig. 2, on the first two principal components PC1 and PC2.

4. Conclusions

Here we have shown an example of how visualization can be used
as a way to explore multivariate data of balance quantification. The
properties of the used visualizations can reveal clusters, patterns
and relationships hidden in the data. Moreover, the creation of such
visualizations are straightforward because they are commonly im-
plemented in standard software for statistical analysis.

The most promising measures are RMS, I′, κ and speed, as they
show the largest differences between groups and provide additional
information on the quality of the movements. One of the main
drawbacks of this study is that force plates are not common de-
vices used at home. Therefore, the next step in our research is to
apply the techniques presented here to data recorded from devices
more commonly used at home such as Kinect.
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